Nanopore translocation dynamics of a single DNA-bound protein.
We study the translocation dynamics of a single protein molecule attached to a double-stranded DNA that is threaded through a solid-state nanopore by optical tweezers and an electric field (nanopore force spectroscopy). We find distinct asymmetric and retarded force signals that depend on the protein charge, the DNA elasticity and its counterionic screening in the buffer. A theoretical model where an isolated charge on an elastic, polyelectrolyte strand is experiencing an anharmonic nanopore potential was developed. Its results compare very well with the measured force curves and explain the experimental findings that the force depends linearly on the applied electric field and exhibits a small hysteresis during back and forth translocation cycles. Moreover, the translocation dynamics reflects the stochastic nature of the thermally activated hopping between two adjacent states in the nanopore that can be adequately described by Kramers rate theory.